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SSC CGL Tier 2-English Mega Quiz 4th August  

 

S1. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Replace ‘at’ with ‘from’. 

Dissent means hold or express opinions that are at variance with those commonly or officially held and it 

takes preposition ‘from’ after it. 

 

S2. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Replace ‘by’ with ‘on’. 

Intrude means ‘to come or enter without invitation, permission, or welcome. And takes preposition ‘on’ 

with it. 

 

S3. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Extrication: the act of releasing from a snarled or tangled condition. 

Extermination: killing, especially of a whole group of people or animals. 

Exasperation: a feeling of intense irritation or annoyance. 

Extraction: the process of removing something, especially by force. 

For e.g. The extraction of minerals has damaged the countryside. 

Hence option D is the most appropriate choice. 

 

S4. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Affluent: a tributary stream. 

Effluent: liquid waste or sewage discharged into a river or the sea. 

Amulet: an ornament or small piece of jewellery thought to give protection against evil, danger, or 

disease. 

Influent: a stream, especially a tributary, which flows into another stream or lake. 

Hence option B fits in the context. 

 

S5. Ans.(c) 

Sol. ‘The number of + Plural Noun’ is followed by a ‘singular verb’. Hence option C is the correct choice. 

 

S6. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Efficacious(adjective): having the power to produce a desired effect. 

Hence No improvement is needed. 

 

S7. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Option D is the correct meaning. 

 

S8. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Option B is the correct meaning. 
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S9. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Option C is correctly spelt. 

 

S10. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Option B is correctly spelt. 

 

S11. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The correct sequence is ‘QPR’. 

 

S12. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The correct sequence is ‘QRP’. 

 

S13. Ans.(a) 

Sol. The correct sequence is ‘QPR’. 

 

S14. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The correct sequence is ‘RQP’. 

 

S15. Ans.(a) 

Sol. The correct sequence is ‘RPQ’. 

 

S16. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Option C is the correct choice. 

 

S17. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Option A is the correct choice. 

 

S18. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Option B is the correct choice. 

 

S19. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Option A is the correct choice. 

 

S20. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Option B is the correct choice. 

 

S21. Ans.(c) 

 

S22. Ans.(c) 

 

S23. Ans.(c) 

 

S24. Ans.(a) 

 

S25. Ans.(b) 
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S26. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Welter: a state in which everything is out of order. 

Orderliness: the quality or state of being orderly. 

Mishmash: a confused mixture of things. 

Hence ‘Orderliness’ is the correct antonym. 

 

S27. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Verdant: green with grass or other rich vegetation. 

Thus the correct antonym is ‘Barren’. 

 

S28. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Slapdash: done too hurriedly and carelessly. 

Hence the correct antonym is ‘Careful’. 

 

S29. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Ennui: a feeling of utter weariness and discontent resulting from satiety or lack of interest; boredom. 

Hence the correct antonym is ‘Excitement’. 

 

S30. Ans.(c)  

Sol. Officious: too eager to tell people what to do and having too high an opinion of your own importance. 

Indifferent: showing no concern in attitude or action. 

Hence the correct antonym is ‘Indifferent’.  
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